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Falcon 4.0/SP3 Training Mission Report #11

Objective:

Basic Air-to-Ground (A2G) radar fundamentals.

Planning/preflight:

Welcome to Korea! After putting in many hours flying out of Kadena AFB, Japan we have moved into 
South Korea to start Phase 2 of our training: the A2G syllabus. We will be flying throughout the South 
Korean peninsula on various training exercises. It is important not only to learn the A2G sensors and 
weapons of the F-16, but this is an important opportunity for us to familiarize ourselves with the 
geography and terrain of South Korea. Positional awareness is crucial on the Korean peninsula lest we find 
ourselves wandering over the DMZ and inviting ourselves into a fight.
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Today we’ll be exploring the basic A2G radar functions. We’ll be carrying CBU-87/B canisters and 2 MK-84 
2000 lb. bombs and 2 AIM-120B missiles. These weapons are live munitions! North and South Korea are 
still technically at a state of war and all forces residing in South Korea must be postured at all times to 
react to North Korean aggression. 

Debrief:

Heading for the first steer-point over South Korea:
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The ground radar in the F-16 defaults to scan the area around selected steer-points. So when the STP on 
the right side of the radar is high-lighted, the radar is constantly gimbaling to maintain sight of that patch 
of ground. Therefore if the steer-point is not in the scan of the radar the ground radar will show a blank 
screen. 

Here we are in Ground Map (GM) mode, 40 mile range, and the STP setting is engaged so the radar is 
scanning the area around the selected navigation steer-point. The large cross dominating the display are 
the radar cursors which the pilot slews over the target similar to how the A2A radar slewing works. The 
bright dots on the radar screen are reflected radar returns from fixed objects such as buildings, bridges, 
and non-moving vehicles:
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The right hand MFD in HSD mode mirrors the radar “pie” shaped scan volume in blue:

Switching to Ground Moving Track (GMT) mode by pressing the push-button at the top of the MFD shows 
us moving ground targets traveling at 100 mph or less. GMT mode is limited to 40 miles or less. An 
important distinction is that GMT mode defaults to Snowplow (SP) mode, meaning the scan area you are 
looking at is directly in front of your aircraft and is at a fixed downward scan angle, it is NOT stabilized 
around the navigation steer-point unless you switch it to STP from SP.

Here we see a column of friendly armor about 7 miles away on the GMT (switched into STP mode by the 
way):
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Slewing the cursor over the bright dots in the convoy I designate one for tracking:

This is mirrored on my HSD on the right MFD:
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The convoy kicks up dust from the countryside:
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With the target designated the HUD symbology changes to give me attack data. In the bottom left of the 
HUD you can see I’m in Continuously Computed Release Point (CCRP) delivery mode. CCRP mode is a 
computer assisted bombing mode that takes inputs from the ground radar and projects the proper flight 
trajectory on the HUD to assist the pilot in delivering his (or her..I’ll just use the generic “his”) weapons 
with great precision. The symbology allows you to fly and drop weapons on radar selected targets without 
visually acquiring them through the HUD if necessary (for instance bombing a radar selected target in 
poor weather or from above an undercast). 

The dominant HUD symbol is the vertical line running through the HUD called the “steering line”. This is 
used to keep you on line with the selected target. By placing your flight path marker (velocity vector) on 
the steering line you will be on course to the target. In the bottom right of the HUD is slant range 
distance (R 3.4), Time to Release (22 seconds), and range and bearing to the release point (0 degree 
bearing, 2 miles). On the right side of the HUD is a release marker scale that resembles the A2A radar 
DLZ with a moving carat along the scale. The number next to the carat represents the slant range to the 
target: (For extra credit, what is WRONG with this HUD shot?)
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When you get close to the release point for the bombs a horizontal line will fall down the steering line. 
The point at which the horizontal line hits your velocity marker is the point at which the bombs should be 
released. The computer decides when to release the bombs in CCRP mode, not the pilot. The computer 
does, however, need consent to release the bombs. This is accomplished by holding down the pickle 
switch. Therefore, you can hold the pickle switch down for as long as you want prior to the release cue 
reaching the velocity vector without the bombs coming off. As long as you are holding down the pickle 
button, the bombs will come off when the release cue hits the velocity vector. If you don’t hold down the 
pickle button, the computer will not drop the bombs.

When all the parameters are met and the computer drops the bombs, the steering line will move rapidly 
across the HUD and the velocity vector (flight path marker) will flash indicating the weapons have been 
dropped.

Pointing toward the column with everything lined up:
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With the mock attack on the column complete I look at my map looking for another good target for my 
ground radar exercise:
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Picking out Osan AFB I move to the left side panel to enter the TACAN frequency in my receiver:
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Switching back to GM radar mode I also select SP (Snowplow) to free me from the constraints of mapping 
only the navigation waypoints. In SP mode the radar searches continuously in front of the aircraft without 
fixating on a single point on the ground. You can see there are many returns out there, ending only where 
the ocean meets land:
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Coming up on Osan AFB I put the cursors on the GM target I assume to be the base:
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With the general area of interest under the cursor I select the EXP view from one of the top 
pushbuttons which give me a 4:1 expanded view:
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Hitting EXP again puts me into DBS1 mode (Doppler Beam Sharpening) giving me an 8:1 
resolution. The image only appears slightly sharper and it probably isn’t worth the time to use 
DBS1 mode:

Hitting the button once more brings up DBS2 mode giving a 64:1 resolution and presents a 
significantly crisper image of the airfield. This image is suitable for precise targeting of individual 
airfield areas. The drawbacks to EXP, DBS1 and DBS2 are that the images take a long time to 
develop. The scan for DBS2 can take nearly 30 seconds, similar to the “patch” maps that the F-15E 
can make:
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In DBS2 mode I slew the cursor to the western end of the main runway and designate it for attack:
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The right side MFD gives me weapons delivery information such as type of delivery (CCRP, CCIP, 
TOSS), number of bombs to be dropped, ripple, interval, arming delay, etc..:
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The CCRP symbols come up in the HUD; I would have to nudge myself a little to the right to get on 
target for this run:

Cont…
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Going down to the weapons MFD I select the Continuously Computed Impact Point (CCIP):

This brings up a familiar CCIP (put the dot on the dot) bombing cue with a pipper, bomb fall line 
and a delay cue. If you wish to bomb in pure CCIP mode (manual), simply dive at the target with 
the bomb fall line running through it. At some point, the pipper will rise on the HUD, the delay cue 
(the short horizontal line) will disappear and then you just hit the pickle button when the pipper is 
over your target.

The second way is to let the Fire Control Computer (FCC) assist you while in CCIP by putting the 
pipper on the target while the delay cue is still visible while pressing and holding the pickle button. 
The computer will automatically revert to CCRP mode and the computer will determine the release 
time and kick the bombs off (provided you are still holding the pickle button) in the same fashion 
as standard CCRP as described above.

Here we are in CCIP mode with the delay cue visible:
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With our last mock attack finished we head back to base.

Conclusions:

“You can shoot down every MiG the Soviets employ, but if you return to base and the lead Soviet 
tank commander is eating breakfast in your snack bar, Jack, you've lost the war."
— Anonymous A-10 Pilot, USAF

Moving mud is what it’s all about. If I could be any kind of pilot in the world it would be an attack 
pilot. There’s just something about running into a target defended by all manner of SAMs and AAA, 
hitting the waypoints on time, popping up, delivering your ordnance on target and getting the hell 
out of Dodge that appeals to me more than the noble art of shooting down enemy fighters. 

With a multitude of delivery modes and options, Falcon 4 should rival Jane’s F-15 for exciting air-
to-ground action.

BeachAV8R
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Hmmm what's wrong with the HUD shot?

*raises hand*

You arrived on target behind your scheduled time judging by the airspeed timing carat? 
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